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Mercury is gone as is the Cougar , another FoMoCo two-door, which departed a decade before
Ford ultimately shuttered Mercury. Abimelec Design prepared several renderings from different
angles with different interior and exterior color combinations that show off a range of
possibilities from an alternate universe. Nearly all the body panels look unique to the Cougar.
You can see how the first generation inspired the closed-off front end of the renderings, along
with the taillight design, also. The front fender has Cougar written in its iconic script, and the
prowling cougar replaces the prancing pony in the grille. There are several different color
combinations in the rendering. You have your standard tan and black, along with gray, blue, and
red. The one interior we see closely has a gray interior with dark wood trim on the dash with
chrome accents and bezels. The bold interior color combinations and wild exterior color
choices are a blend of old and new. The prowling cougar is on the steering wheel, too. The
Cougar and Mustang diverged as corporate siblings in when the smaller Mustang II arrived, and
the Cougar grew to ride alongside the Ford Torino. Then again, Mercury no longer exists either.
Source: Abimelec Design via Facebook. Texas judge deals Biden another blow on day
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overall site rating:. Privacy Statement. Opens in a new window Opens an external site Opens an
external site in a new window. Mercury Cougar is a nameplate applied to a diverse series of
automobiles sold by the Mercury division of Ford from to and from to While the nameplate is
most commonly associated with two-door coupes, at various times during its production, the
Cougar was also marketed as a convertible, four-door sedan , station wagon, and hatchback.
With 2,, examples produced, the Cougar is the highest-selling vehicle ever produced by the
Mercury brand; its year production is second only to the Grand Marquis in the Mercury model
line produced for 36 years. During the s and s, the Cougar was closely tied to the marketing of
the Mercury division; Mercury advertised its dealers as "The Sign of the Cat" with big cats atop
Lincoln-Mercury dealer signs. During much of its production, the Cougar followed tradition
within the Mercury division, marketed as a Mercury counterpart of a Ford vehicle. The models
were distinguished by an exterior ranging in degree from grilles and lighting components to
nearly the entire exterior, the Cougar shared its platform with Ford vehicles throughout its
production. For its first two generations, the Cougar was derived from the Ford Mustang ;
initially developed as a pony car, it replaced the Cyclone muscle car in the Mercury model line.
For its third and fourth generations, the Cougar adopted the chassis of the Ford Torino
intermediate. For its fifth and sixth generations, the Cougar adopted the compact Fox platform.
For the fifth generation, the Cougar was again two model lines, with the Cougar XR7 derived
from the Thunderbird and the standard Cougar replacing the Monarch as the counterpart of the
Ford Granada. The sixth-generation Cougar, derived from the Thunderbird, reverted to the
two-door coupe body style. For its eighth generation, the Cougar returned for as a sports
compact hatchback. Sharing a chassis with the Ford Contour , the model line began
development as a third-generation of the Ford Probe, shifting to Mercury as its development
was nearing completion. Sold only under the Mercury brand, this generation is the only version
of the Cougar with no direct Ford counterpart though export examples were badged as Ford
Cougars. Starting life as a design proposal for the T-5 project the Ford Mustang ,
Lincoln-Mercury sought to produce its own version of the vehicle. Following initial skepticism
by Ford over both model lines, the Mercury version received approval in mid, following the
successful launch of the Mustang; the Cougar name was adopted from the winning design for
the Ford Mustang. Intended for a market position between the Ford Mustang and the Ford
Thunderbird, the Cougar was intended as a "plush" pony car. While offering more comfort and
features than the Mustang, the model line was tuned for better road manners than the
Thunderbird. The Lincoln-Mercury counterpart of the Ford Mustang, the Cougar was initially
introduced as a two-door hardtop. Internally designated T-7, the first-generation Cougar shared
its chassis with the revision of the Ford Mustang. Both vehicles derive their underpinnings from
the rear-wheel drive Ford Falcon unibody compact chassis architecture. At its launch, the
first-generation Cougar shared its engine lineup with the Mustang, although offering V8 engines
exclusively. For the model revision, the engine line underwent further changes. The was
dropped entirely; a two-barrel cubic-inch V8 became the standard engine for the Cougar,
producing hp 2-bbl and hp 4-bbl. A four-barrel "street" version produced hp, while a 2x4-barrel
"racing" version was officially rated at the same hp output. For , the two-barrel remained the
base engine, with the four-barrel engine replaced by a cubic-inch "Cleveland" V8, producing hp.
While unchanged in displacement, the new engine was an all-new design. The was dropped,
with the Cobra Jet remaining alongside the Boss as the high-performance engines. Initially

developed as a rebadged version of the Mustang, the Cougar received its own body design from
the ground up, though the popular "long-hood, short-deck" proportions of the Mustang
remained. The rear fascia was styled similar, concealing dark-lens taillamps behind
vertically-slatted trim; sequential turn signals were standard adopting the mechanism from the
Thunderbird. For , the Cougar saw revisions related to compliance with federal safety mandates,
adding side marker lights and front outboard shoulder belts sash belt, shoulder harness. In a
first for Ford Motor Company, the Cougar offered an electrically-operated sunroof as a
factory-installed option. While available on any Cougar, the sunroof was a rare option. For the
model year, the Cougar underwent a mid-cycle revision alongside its Mustang counterpart. The
straight-lined body sides transitioned toward Coke bottle styling , distinguished by a sweeping
body crease sloping down from the hood line to the rear wheels; while the roofline saw little
change to its design, the vent windows were deleted. The hidden headlamps were retained; the
mechanism shifted its power from a vacuum canister to vacuum provided by the engine as a
fail-safe, the neutral position of the headlamp doors was open. A convertible body style was
added to the model line, available for both standard and XR-7 trims; a power-operated top was
standard. For , the Cougar underwent an additional revision to the front fascia; the split "electric
shaver" grille made its return, adopting a pronounced body-color center section. As part of the
front fascia revision, the Cougar received a new front bumper and revised front fenders. Further
safety revisions included the addition of locking steering columns and high-backed bucket
seats replacing adjustable head restraints. The first-generation Cougar was offered in two trims,
an unnamed standard trim, and the Cougar XR-7, introduced in early Standardizing a cubic-inch
"Marauder GT" V8 hp , the Cougar GT was fitted with upgraded suspension, larger brakes,
wheels, and tires, and a low-restriction exhaust system. A total of GT-Es were manufactured; of
which were equipped with the and 37 were built with the CJ. Offered solely as a hardtop, the
Eliminator was offered with all available Cougar engines, with the Cleveland as the standard
engine. As a running change during , the Boss engine shared with the namesake Mustang was
added as an option; the engine was offered exclusively with the Eliminator. A only package was
the Cougar Sports Special that included unique pinstriping, "turbine" style wheel covers, and
rocker panel moldings with simulated side scoops. The Sports Special could be combined with
the "Decor" interior package and performance suspension, along with any available engine. For
, Lincoln-Mercury released the second-generation Mercury Cougar. Seeking more direct
competition for the model line, the division largely benchmarked the Cougar against the
numerous GM A-body coupes, placing the Cougar in competition with the Oldsmobile Cutlass
Supreme. While again sharing much of its bodyshell with the Ford Mustang, the Cougar began
to transition away from its role as a "plush pony car", deriving aspects from both sports cars
and luxury cars. Similar in size and performance, the Cougar overshadowed the Mercury
Cyclone intermediate coupe, leading Mercury to phase out the latter model line during Slightly
smaller than the Mustang, the imported Capri not officially badged as a Mercury began to
succeed the Cougar within Lincoln-Mercury as a sporty car. The second-generation Cougar is
the final version derived from the Ford Mustang and the final version offered as a convertible.
From to , the Cougar was marketed as either a "junior Ford Thunderbird" or a direct counterpart
of it. The second-generation Cougar used a revised version of the first-generation chassis,
again shared with the Ford Mustang; the wheelbase was increased to The model line was fitted
with front disc and rear drum brakes, with power-assisted brakes becoming standard in In
another change, the 3-speed manual transmission was dropped, leaving all engines paired with
a 3-speed automatic; [26] a 4-speed manual was a rarely-specified option. The
second-generation Cougar underwent a revision of the powertrain offerings. For , a hp
Cleveland two-barrel V8 was the standard engine with a C four-barrel V8 as an option. For , Ford
adopted SAE net horsepower ratings, leading to a numerical decrease in advertised engine
output. The V8 was dropped, leaving the Cougar with three versions of the C V8. A Cobra Jet
version of the made its debut, producing hp. The second-generation Cougar carried over both
the hardtop and convertible body styles from its predecessor. Sharing its roofline with the
Mustang hardtop, the Cougar received large " flying buttress " C-pillars , extending into the rear
fenders. To distinguish the model line from the Mustang, the Cougar adopted multiple design
elements from larger Mercury vehicles. In place of a split grille, the front fascia was styled with a
prominent center section in line with the Mercury Cyclone and Ford Thunderbird including a
waterfall-style grille. In a break from the previous generation, hidden headlamps were
abandoned replaced by four exposed headlamps. The taillights adapted simpler trim, set
horizontally within the bumper in line with full-size Mercury vehicles. For , the Cougar
underwent few substantial changes to the interior or exterior. For , the front fascia underwent an
update; to include a 5-mph bumper required for , the front bumper was reshaped and enlarged,
requiring a redesign of the grille. To improve the crashworthiness, the design added three

inches to the overall length. As it was the final year for the generation, the rear bumper was
largely unchanged, receiving only minor revisions to the taillamp lenses. For , the Cougar was
offered in standard and XR-7 trim. As its Boss Mustang counterpart was dropped, Mercury
discontinued the racing-oriented Cougar Eliminator. While de-emphasized as the model line
shifted away from high performance, the GT option package remained an option, including
upgraded suspension, tires, and engine cooling components. While both trims shared the same
powertrain offerings, the XR-7 received its own exterior and interior design, distinguished by a
vinyl top on hardtops ; along with standardizing many options, the XR-7 received its own door
panels and dashboard. For , the Cougar was shifted from its Mustang pony car origins and
upsized onto a different platform and into a new market as a personal luxury car. These years
marked the end of the "luxurious Mustang" and the beginning of the Cougar's move towards
becoming a "junior Thunderbird" and eventually a sibling of the Thunderbird. Almost every GM
division had an entry in this market by , and the market was too large to ignore so both Ford
and Mercury expanded their offerings to compete. The new Cougar paid homage to its smaller
predecessor with a three-piece grille up front, topped by a new hood ornament that featured the
Jaguar-like silhouette of a creeping Cougar. The car's Montego heritage was fairly evident from
the sides and back. The Cougar acquired the sine qua non of the personal luxury car in the s:
opera windows. The opera windows were rectangular-shaped glass mounted in the C-pillars and
accompanied by a standard partial rear section vinyl roof. This body ran unchanged for three
years, and during this period all Cougars were XR-7s; the base model and convertible were
dropped. The automatic transmission became standard for all Cougars. Since the Cougar was
based on the Montego, it used the same interior except for some minor trim and upholstery.
Although the car still lacked a fixed "B" pillar, the rear windows no longer rolled down, making
the car more like a coupe than a true hardtop. In , the Cougar XR-7 continued to add more
luxury features as it moved upmarket. But with more features, the Cougar was gaining in
weight, as well. Despite the added weight, the buying public wanted the Cougar, and sales
figures reflected that fact. For the performance fans, however, a high-performance rear axle and
'Traction-Lok' differential continued to be on the option sheet. Visually, the only change from
was the addition of two rectangular openings in the center section of the front bumper. The
Cougar carried over largely unchanged from Minor trim pieces served to differentiate this year
from last. Engines continued unchanged, as well. The high-performance axle and Traction-Lok
differential were dropped. Twin Comfort Lounge reclining seats, with or without velour cloth
trim, were the only major change for the interior. The sheet metal of this generation remained in
use in stock car racing during the mids. Other teams, including Bud Moore Engineering , would
continue to race this generation of Cougar in Winston Cup through the season. For the model
year, the fourth-generation Cougar was part of a revision of the Ford intermediate model line.
The Cougar XR-7 underwent a redesign with the standard Cougar returning for the first time
since in place of the Montego. The fourth generation is the best-selling version of the Cougar;
with as the top-selling year for the entire model line. For , Ford ended the production of
Torino-based vehicles, downsizing the Cougar XR-7 to a long-wheelbase version of the Fox
platform. As with its predecessor, the fourth-generation Cougar was based on the Ford Torino
"split-wheelbase" chassis. Cougar coupes and Cougar XR-7s had a inch wheelbase while
Cougar four-doors and station wagons had a inch wheelbase. In the redesign, the powertrain
offerings were revised. A 3-speed automatic transmission was paired to each V8 engine. In its
replacement of the Montego, for , the Cougar model line was expanded from one body style to
four. Along with the previous Cougar XR-7 luxury coupe, Mercury introduced a Cougar two-door
coupe, a four-door sedan, and a five-door station wagon. A central part of the redesign of the
Ford intermediate range was a transition from "fuselage styling" to sharper-edged lines. As
funds were concentrated on the development of future models, a complete exterior redesign
was precluded. On coupes, sedans, and XR-7s, all sheet metal above the bumpers was revised.
Following the model year, the Cougar wagon was withdrawn in favor of the new Mercury Zephyr
wagon. To bring the exterior closer in line with the larger Marquis, the Cougar adopted a nearly
square radiator-style grille; in place of hidden headlamps, the Cougar adopted four square
headlamps. For , though in its last year, the Cougar adopted a few body revisions, with revised
taillamps and body-color grille inserts, along with an electronic voltage regulator and a plastic
battery tray. For , the Cougar was introduced in three trim levels: a base trim level and
Brougham trim for wagons, a Villager trim was offered. For , the Cougar became a single trim
level, with the Brougham returning as an option package. As with the previous generation, the
Cougar personal luxury coupe continued as the Cougar XR No longer a "junior Thunderbird",
the XR-7 was the direct Mercury counterpart of the Thunderbird a commonality remaining for
the next 20 years. To differentiate the model from its Ford counterpart and from standard
Cougars , the XR-7 was given its own rear fascia. Evoking the flagship Continental Mark V , the

rear fascia was given a vestigial continental tire trunk lid with angular lines and taillights similar
to the Continental Mark IV. The XR-7 roofline was distinguished from standard Cougar coupes
by narrower hardtop windows and the use of louvers on the forward section of the opera
windows. The XR-7 included power disc brakes and steering, inch wheels, rear stabilizer bar,
walnut wood-tone instrument panel, Flight Bench seat, "XR-7" trunk key-hole door, "COUGAR"
decklid script, large hood ornament with cat emblem , and sport-styled roofline with back-half
vinyl and rear opera side windows and louvers. In line with the Designer Series from the Mark V,
the latter option offered a color-coordinated exterior and interior, with a half-vinyl roof, padded
"Continental" type rear deck, and Midnight Blue and Chamois interior with Tiffany carpeting. For
the model year, Mercury downsized the Cougar XR Alongside its Thunderbird counterpart, the
XR-7 entered the mid-size segment for the first time, shedding 15 inches in length, 4 inches of
width, and approximately pounds of curb weight depending on powertrain. In a strategy similar
to , the standard Cougar returned for in place of the Monarch in the Mercury product line
sharing its body with the redesigned Ford Granada. The first Cougar not to offer a V8 as
standard equipment, the standard Cougar was produced as a two-door and four-door sedan,
adopting the five-door station wagon from the Zephyr from ; the model line was repackaged as
the Marquis for as Ford revised its full-size and mid-size product branding. The mid-size Cougar
shared its The Cougar XR7 was offered with two V8 engines. The mid-size Cougar was offered
with its own powertrain lineup. For , an all-new 3. The 4. In its development, many design
elements of the â€” Cougar XR-7 were carried forward in the fifth-generation redesign, including
its Continental-style trunk lid, louvered opera windows, and sharp-edged fender lines. While the
fourth-generation Cougar XR-7 had proven successful in the marketplace, the design elements
fell out of proportion on a radically smaller car, leading to highly negative reception. In what
would prove disastrous, the Cougar saw little to no differentiation from its Ford Thunderbird
and Ford Granada counterparts, with the XR-7 externally distinguished only by its grille,
exposed headlamps, taillamps, and trunk lid. During the production of the fifth-generation
Cougar, the Cougar XR-7 was produced solely as a two-door coupe, with the mid-size Cougar
produced as a two-door notchback coupe and four-door sedan. For only, the mid-size Cougar
was offered as a station wagon replacing the Zephyr station wagon. For the first time, Cougar's
two-door models featured a fixed "B" pillar and a fixed steel frame around front door windows,
as in the sedan. In what would become a long-running tradition for the Mercury brand, marked
the debut of GS and LS trim lines for both the mid-size and XR-7 Cougars. The GS package
focused on appearance, while the LS package offered luxury touches such as power windows,
keyless entry external number pad , and other luxury trim touches. For the model year, Mercury
introduced the sixth generation of the Cougar. As part of an extensive revision of the Ford and
Mercury model ranges, the mid-size Mercury model range shifted from the Cougar to the
Marquis split from the full-size Grand Marquis. Reverting to its traditional role of a two-door
coupe for the first time since , the Cougar remained a counterpart of the Ford Thunderbird with
the two vehicles repackaged as "luxury sport coupes". Along with marking the first major use of
aerodynamic-intensive design in an American automobile, the Cougar and Thunderbird were
also the first Ford vehicles developed using computer-aided design CAD. The sixth-generation
Cougar retained the rear-wheel drive Ford Fox platform from the fifth generation. In a departure
from its predecessor, a shorter inch wheelbase was used 4 inches shorter than the previous
XR7. From to , the XR7 was equipped with a 2. The 2. The 3. The exterior design of the
sixth-generation Cougar was designed largely in response to the negative market response to
the introduction of the fifth-generation Cougar. While retaining a common chassis, a primary
objective for designers was to maximize the visual differentiation between the Thunderbird and
Cougar. During its production, the sixth-generation Cougar underwent several exterior
revisions. For , the hood ornament was replaced by a flat hood emblem. To mark its 20th year of
production, the Cougar underwent an extensive mid-cycle revision for To visually stretch the
roofline, a compound-curved rear window replaced the nearly flat rear glass and the rear quarter
windows were redesigned with a curve inversely matching the windshield angle. For its launch,
to lower production costs, the sixth-generation Cougar was required to carry over interior parts
from the â€” Cougar XR7, including a modified dashboard; an analog instrument panel was
standard, with a digital instrument panel offered as an option. For the model year, the Cougar
saw few changes to its interior, with the XR7 adopting a fully digital dashboard as standard
equipment. The sixth-generation Cougar continued the trim nomenclature of its predecessor in
modified form, with the Cougar GS serving as the base trim, the Cougar LS as the luxury trim,
and the Cougar XR7 as the high-performance version. The GS trim was largely used for internal
purposes, with advertising dropping the designation entirely. For , the XR7 made its return after
a year-long hiatus. Serving as the counterpart of the Thunderbird Turbo Coupe, the XR7 was
fitted with a performance-oriented suspension, a turbocharged 2. In , to better distinguish the

Cougar XR7 from the Thunderbird Turbo Coupe, the turbocharged inline-4 was replaced the 4.
For the model year, Mercury produced the Mercury 20th Anniversary Cougar as a
commemorative edition. The 20th Anniversary Cougar included the 4. In total, Mercury
produced 5, 20th Anniversary Cougars; were reserved for Canada. On 26 December , the
seventh-generation Mercury Cougar was introduced for the model year. At its debut, the Cougar
was marketed largely as the flagship coupe of the Mercury division. As Mercury revised its
model line during the s, the Cougar became the sole two-door model offered by the division. As
market demand shifted away from large two-door coupes, the Mercury Cougar and Ford
Thunderbird were discontinued after the model year, with the final example produced on 4
September While its exterior footprint changed negligibly, in a major change, the wheelbase
was expanded nine inches to inches longer than a Mercedes-Benz SEC. Centered around the
design of the MN12 chassis was its use of four-wheel independent suspension in place of a live
rear axle. As part of the redesign, the MN12 chassis was powered solely by a 3. The naturally
aspirated V6 was paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission, while the supercharged V6 was
offered with a 5-speed manual with the automatic as an option. As the sixth-generation Mercury
Cougar had proved successful in the marketplace, the redesign of the Cougar was largely an
evolution of the previous generation, with updates of many previous design elements. The
upright notchback roofline underwent a major revision, with the controversial upswept quarter
windows of the previous generation abandoned. As a result of the longer wheelbase, the rear
overhang was shortened. During the development of MN12, Ford designers sought to develop
increased differentiation between the Cougar and Thunderbird. While fenders and doors are
common between the two vehicles, in comparison to the â€” generation, fewer visible parts are
shared. As part of the shift to the wider MN12 chassis, the Cougar again became a 5-passenger
vehicle for the first time since As a result of the wider interior, all Cougars were fitted with a
center console with a floor-mounted shifter. During its production, the seventh-generation
Mercury Cougar underwent several revisions. For , the Cougar underwent a slight facelift, with
new headlamps, taillamps, and front bumper; the facelift is distinguished by a smaller grille â€”
versions extend above the headlamps. The interior was also revised at this time and now
included dual airbags with a wraparound style interior. The bodysides received wide
body-colored cladding. At its launch, the seventh-generation Mercury Cougar retained the same
model trims as before, with the LS geared towards luxury and convenience features and the
XR7 geared towards performance and handling. Externally, the LS was given chrome window
trim while the XR7 was nearly monochromatic with black window trim. For , Mercury revised the
Cougar model line, with the XR7 becoming the sole trim level, dropping the LS and the
monochromatic sport-oriented XR7 eliminating some overlap with the Ford Thunderbird.
Adapting much of the equipment of the previous LS, the XR7 adapted chrome exterior trim and
a standard digital instrument cluster, with four-wheel disc brakes becoming an option. To
commemorate the 25th anniversary of the Mercury Cougar, in , the 25th Anniversary Mercury
Cougar was an option package nearly exclusively on XR7 models. Other features included
model-specific trunk lid and C-pillar badging and an imitation trunk lid luggage rack. By the
mids, Ford engineers had completed design work on the third generation of the Ford Probe.
Intended for a model year launch, the new Probe shifted its design from the Mazda MX-6 to a
platform shared with the Ford Contour. After skipping the model year, Mercury introduced the
eighth-generation Mercury Cougar for the model year at the Los Angeles Auto Show. Serving as
the replacement for the Ford Probe, the first front-wheel drive Cougar shifted market segments
from two-door personal luxury coupe to three-door sport compact , introducing the first
Mercury sport hatchback coupe since the Mercury Capri. While marketed in Europe and
Australia under the Ford brand, the eighth-generation Mercury Cougar was the first Mercury car
since the â€” Mercury Capri sold without a direct Ford model equivalent in North America.
Initially outranking its predecessor in sales, the eighth-generation Cougar marketed towards
younger buyers, similar to the ZX2 struggled to compete for sales against sedans the Mercury
Sable and Grand Marquis in the Mercury model line. While coupes had traditionally been offered
in Lincoln-Mercury dealerships for several decades, the shift of the Cougar to the sports
compact segment presented a challenge to sales personnel acquainted with marketing
luxury-segment vehicles to new-car buyers along with attracting younger buyers into Mercury
showrooms. In , Ford announced another restructuring of its model line, with marking the final
year for the Cougar, Mercury Villager , Lincoln Continental , and Ford Escort. As part of the
model line revision, the Ford Mondeo platform was no longer used in North America until its
consolidation with the Ford Fusion; the Mercury Cougar was effectively left without a donor
platform. The last Mercury Cougar rolled off the assembly line on 9 August ; following the end
of its production, the Mercury model line offered no cars with four-cylinder engines until the
Mercury Milan. The first front-wheel drive Cougar, it was designed with fully independent

multilink suspension. The â€” Cougars were available with two engine options, the 2. However,
the manual transmission version of the car, when given enough road, was capable of reaching
speeds of around Ford also prepared two high-performance concept-only versions; one dubbed
the "Eliminator", which was a supercharged version built with aftermarket available parts, and
the other the "Cougar S", which featured new bodywork, all-wheel drive, and a 3. A
high-performance Cougar S not to be confused with the concept was discussed in the press,
which was essentially a Cougar with a Contour SVT engine; however, this version never made it
into production. The Cougar S was so close to production, though, many of its parts are still
available to order from the dealership and it is listed in many parts catalogs and insurance
databases. This generation of Cougar had a far more contemporary package, with modern
DOHC valve six-cylinder Duratec engines, a fully independent multilink suspension, and
front-wheel drive. This was also the first hatchback Cougar, and the first to have its own body,
unshared by any Ford except its European twin Ford Cougar. The body design used a
philosophy Ford dubbed "New Edge" design: a combination of organic upper body lines with
sharp, concave creases in the lower areas. The Cougar's body, and the New Edge idea in
general, was introduced as a concept called the Mercury MC2 in and was considered a bigger
version of the European Ford Puma. For the model year, the Cougar was updated with new
headlights, front and rear fascias, and updated interior trim. With the exception of Ford Blue
Oval badging replacing Cougar emblems on the exterior and interior, both Ford and Mercury
versions are essentially identical. Export Cougars also have clear marker light lenses in place of
amber and amber rear turn signals. In the United States, the Ford Cougar was built in both left
and right-hand drive, with the latter allowing for its sale in the UK and Australia. Factory support
ended towards the end of the season and the Cougars began to show their wear. Ultimately,
Mercury lost the championship to Ford by two points. Driver Tiny Lund dominated the series
and took the championship. The Wood Brothers Racing team with David Pearson and later Neil
Bonnett was successful with the car and scored a number of victories until the body style
became ineligible following the season. The next year saw the previous Cougar teams switch to
the Thunderbird when NASCAR mandated the smaller inch-wheelbased cars, though oddly the
Thunderbirds had to have their wheelbases extended 6 inches because the actual wheelbase of
production cars was inches. The cars collected the championship both years and continued the
teams' streak to seven manufacturer 's championships. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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, â€” Category Commons. Hidden categories: All articles with dead external links Articles with
dead external links from September Articles with permanently dead external links CS1 maint:
archived copy as title Webarchive template wayback links Articles with short description Short
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Mercury Ford.
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Cougar? Marketed as a sports luxury coupe, the Cougar was built alongside the Mustang for the
first two generations to , then as a Ford Torino sidekick , and finally as a counterpart to the
Thunderbird Ford also sold a Mondeo platform-based, front-wheel-drive Cougar from to , but
most fans would rather forget about that one. Anyway, so why would a Mercury Cougar look like
in these renderings? Styling highlights include hideaway headlamps, Cougar badging and
horizontal taillights. The question is where a Mercury Cougar would be positioned on the market

right now. What do you think? Lexus is expected to introduce the NX shortly, with the market
launch rumored for this fall. Skip to content. The all-new Hyundai Tucson will go on sale
nationwide this spring with three powertrains. February 24, at am. The Porsche Taycan Cross
Turismo has been tested in various locations for over , miles. The latest bespoke RR Phantom
combines theme related to time and astronomical phenomena. The Hengchi 7, 8, and 9 were
designed by three automotive design veterans. February 23, at pm. Saddled with expectations,
the Model Y does its best to just be a very able, normal car. Take a cinematic excursion into the
history of one very interesting motorsport story. All Rights Reserved. Studio Abimelec Design
introduced a render on the luxury sports coupe Mercury Cougar. The car is based on the Ford
Mustang model year. To date, the Ford Mustang is the only popular sports car with a coupe
body type. Design Studio Abimelec Design has decided to introduce a more luxurious version
of the modern Ford Mustang, a car
2007 hyundai sonata belt diagram
crossfire car amps
images of toyota avalon
that is essentially a sibling for the Mercury Cougar. Abimelec Design produced several images
from different angles with various color combinations of the interior and exterior. Almost all
body panels look unique to Cougar. The resulting car is very similar to the first and second
generation Cougar. In particular, the very first version of the car resembles the design of the
rear lights. Cougar and Mustang became fundamentally different cars in when the Mustang II
appeared, and Cougar became a replacement for the aging mid-size Ford Torino coupe. If Ford
revived the Cougar name, most likely it would be a crossover, and not a new luxury sports car.
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